Early and Compact. This early-to-finish, medium-compact calibrachoa series features classic core colors in singles, doubles and star patterns! Plus, this series includes Selecta One-exclusive Tastic double bicolors such as award-winning Double PinkTastic.

Uniform Uno grows well in quarts and smaller hanging baskets, and offers the most diversity on the market.

Quarts, Gallons, Small Baskets

Naturally Compact. Perfect for pot-tight production and no PGRs needed. Easy-to-grow Conga is very uniform, with excellent leaf tolerance and profuse flowering for superior hold at retail. A great choice for quarts, color bowls and window boxes.

Quarts, Color Bowls

Vigorous. Featuring an assortment of dazzling colors, including two color-shifting types, Cha-Cha is a cascading calibrachoa that’s easy to grow. Trained and tested for uniform timing and habit across all colors, it’s the most vigorous calibrachoa for extra large containers and baskets.

Large Pots, Baskets

CALIBRACHOA: WE HAVE IT ALL

Deep Yellow and Rose Kiss

Early and Compact. This early-to-finish, medium-compact calibrachoa series features classic core colors in singles, doubles and star patterns! Plus, this series includes Selecta One-exclusive Tastic double bicolors such as award-winning Double PinkTastic.

Uniform Uno grows well in quarts and smaller hanging baskets, and offers the most diversity on the market.

Quarts, Gallons, Small Baskets

Medium Vigor. Cabaret carries the best performing lineup of solid colors and exciting bicolors! This well-branched series features blooms with full centers. Most varieties flower within a 10.5-hour day length, and stay open and in flower under low light conditions – a big plus at retail.

Quarts, Gallons, Medium Baskets

Neo Double OrangeTastic

Medium Vigor. Neo is the perfect choice for medium-vigor programs. This uniform series features a semi-trailing habit and is ideal for baskets and mounded containers. Available in large single blooms, exciting double bicolors and Selecta One-exclusive Tastic double bicolors! Try NEW Neo Pink Heavens with raspberry colored blooms and a big yellow star that will impress at retail.

Quarts, Gallons, Medium Baskets
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Good Night Kiss
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MiniFamous® Uno

Medium Vigor.

MiniFamous® Uno

Medium Vigor.
FAST, CONVENIENT, 24/7 ONLINE ACCESS

ORDER NOW using WebTrack® and the WebTrack To Go® mobile app, which can be downloaded for FREE from the App Store or Google Play.

Scan to learn more

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack
Visit ballseed.com for current Terms & Conditions of Sale.
Talk to us.
Ball Seed: 800 879-BALL
Ball ColorLink®*: 800 686-7380
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